MASON AND DIXON LINE
once more, this is no treatise, Treatises abound, So
why write another ? Besides, a wise observer does not
reach conclusions after three months of observation, His
stay has been too long for that,
For he may dogmatise with freedom and precision on
almost any subject in his first three days ashore. The first
coloured men that he sees through a cab window on Wash-
ington Street, as he comes oft the New York dock, will fill
him with sage and final judgments; an evening under
careful shepherding in Harlem completes his grasp of the
whole problem; and after eight minutes' conversation with
a Pullman porter he is prepared to solve it—with a few
words to California on Japanese immigration thrown in by
way of makeweight. But when the first fine flush has
passed, he is less prodigal of his conclusions, Three months
is just too long a sojourn for omniscience; since it teaches
the traveller enough to see the outline of the problem, but
not enough to solve it. Three days—or thirty years—is the
right length of residence for persons ambitious to increase
the sum of human wisdom on the Negro question, And
then they get it wrong,
The judicious visitor will see it rather as the prime
ingredient of American romance, If he is wise, indeed, he
will welcome it in that picturesque capacity, For so many
of his other expectations fail him. There are no buffaloes
(except on nickels); palefaces walk around unscalped; and
the red man has left his prairies to take refuge in museums
or ill-fitting reach-me-downs, But though romance has
faded with the wigwam and the thundering herd, Rastus
remains—and Rastus (I name him affectionately, and
without disrespect) is something. Romance, that most
elusive Grail sought by all travellers, resides (I think) in a
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